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Abstract
With the advent of novel, highly effective therapies for multiple myeloma (MM), classical serologic monitoring appears insuf-
ficient for response assessment and prediction of relapse. Moreover, serologic studies in MM are hampered by interference 
of therapeutic antibodies. The detection of malignant plasma cell clones by next generation sequencing (NGS) or multipa-
rameter flow cytometry (MFC) circumvents these difficulties and can be performed in the peripheral blood (pB) by targeting 
circulating cell-free DNA (cfDNA) or circulating plasma cells (CPCs), thus also avoiding an invasive sampling procedure. 
Here, we applied NGS of VJ light chain (LC) rearrangements in cfDNA and MFC of magnetically-enriched CD138-positive 
CPCs (me-MFC) to investigate disease burden in unselected MM patients. Sequencing was successful for 114/130 (87.7%) 
cfDNA samples and me-MFC results were analyzable for 196/205 (95.6%) samples. MM clones were detectable in 38.9% 
of samples taken at initial diagnosis or relapse (ID/RD), but only in 11.8% of samples taken during complete remission 
(CR). Circulating MM plasma cells were present in 83.3% of ID/RD samples and 9.9% of CR samples. Residual disease 
assessment by NGS or me-MFC in samples taken during very good partial remission or CR was 80% concordant. Notably, 
4/4 (NGS) and 5/8 (me-MFC) positive CR samples were from patients with oligo- or non-secretory myeloma. The time to 
progression was shorter if there was evidence of residual myeloma in the pB. Together, our findings indicate that our two 
novel analytical approaches accurately indicate the course of MM and may be particularly valuable for monitoring patients 
with serologically non-trackable disease.
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Introduction

The treatment landscape for multiple myeloma (MM) has 
expanded substantially in the past few decades. Most impor-
tantly, proteasome inhibitors, immunomodulatory agents, 
and therapeutic antibodies have led to improved survival 
rates and highly effective combination therapies including 
these substances have been implemented as first-line thera-
pies [1–3]. Moreover, nuclear export inhibitors and chimeric 

antigen receptor T cells have shown promising results in 
clinical trials for patients with relapsed or refractory disease 
[3, 4] and thus have been approved recently for MM. Thera-
peutic antibodies against CD38 and SLAMF7 such as dara-
tumumab and elotuzumab are also increasingly applied as 
maintenance therapy due to their little side effects [5]. Yet, 
these antibodies interfere with well-established laboratory 
tests for monitoring MM, specifically protein electrophoresis 
and immunofixation to detect the disease-associated para-
protein, thus potentially leading to false positive results [6]. 
Hence, monitoring minimal residual disease (MRD) below 
the sensitivity threshold of serologic assays has gained in 
importance over the past years. Recent studies suggest that 
MRD monitoring by multiparameter flow cytometry (MFC) 
or next-generation sequencing (NGS) achieves sensitivity 
levels of  10−6 and can be applied to the vast majority of 
MM patients. There is evidence that MRD positivity predicts 
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unfavorable outcomes even among patients achieving a com-
plete response (CR) [7, 8].

Most previous MM MRD studies have investigated dis-
ease burden using bone marrow (BM) aspirates or biopsies 
[7], which requires an invasive sampling procedure. Liquid 
biopsies on the other hand involve analyses of circulating 
cell-free DNA (cfDNA) or circulating tumor cells (CTCs) 
and can be obtained by simple peripheral blood (pB) draws 
[9]. cfDNA plasma concentrations in MM patients are sig-
nificantly increased not only in comparison with healthy 
individuals [10], but also in comparison to patients with 
solid tumors [11]. These findings underscore that cfDNA 
may enable noninvasive monitoring of MM. On the other 
hand, circulating myeloma plasma cells (MM-PC) represent 
a very rare target [12–14], so that it has been proposed to 
increase the sensitivity of cell-based assays by a preenrich-
ment step using immunomagnetic or microfluidics tech-
niques [15–17]. Liquid biopsies of MM patients have been 
investigated previously in pilot studies by different groups 
and these reports indicate that the quantification of immuno-
globulin (Ig) heavy (IGH) and light chains (LC) in cfDNA 
as well as CTCs can mirror the course of the disease and 
response to therapy. [12, 13, 15, 18–22]. Moreover, parallel 
analyses of different types of MM liquid biopsies using NGS 
techniques have been reported before [23, 24]. However, 
we are not aware of any studies [25] that directly compared 
a molecular (NGS) and a cell-based (MFC) approach to 
detect MM in the pB to each other and to standard serologic 

monitoring. In this work, we present two novel technical 
modifications of pB-based methods for the detection of MM. 
Specifically, we investigated whether (1) NGS of Ig LC rear-
rangements only in cfDNA and (2) magnetic enrichment of 
CD138-positive  (CD138+) cells before MFC measurement 
(me-MFC) enables reliable quantification of disease burden 
in both serologically detectable and undetectable MM.

Materials and methods

Patients and samples

This study investigated pB samples (cfDNA and/or whole 
blood samples) from 80 unselected MM patients, all treated 
at the Department of Hematology, Oncology and Immunol-
ogy, Philipps-University Marburg, Germany. Patients were 
included irrespective of state of disease and previous thera-
pies. Samples were collected between December 2015 and 
March 2018 (cfDNA for NGS) or, respectively, December 
2015 and February 2020 (pB for me-MFC). There was no 
fixed schedule for sample collection. Disease/response state 
was assessed according to the IMWG guidelines [26] and 
patients were classified into the following response groups: 
stable disease (SD), progressive disease (PD), partial remis-
sion (PR), very good partial remission (VGPR), and com-
plete response (CR). For the purpose of this study, strin-
gent complete response was not separated from complete 
response and minor responses were classified as SD because 
of the low number of samples in this group (n = 2 in the 
cfDNA set and n = 3 in the me-MFC set). In addition to 
pB samples, 38 genomic DNA samples from BM biopsies, 
BM aspirates, or pleural effusions were subjected to NGS in 
order to facilitate the identification of MM-specific clones. 
For the comparison of immunophenotypes of circulating 
plasma cells (CPCs) and BM plasma cells, 17 BM aspirates 
and the corresponding pB of the same patients were ana-
lyzed in parallel by MFC.

Immunomagnetic selection of  CD138+ cells 
and multiparameter flow cytometry

Thirty milliliters of pB (K3 EDTA tubes, Sarstedt, Nümbre-
cht, Germany) were taken from each patient for immuno-
magnetic selection of  CD138+ CPCs and MFC. All samples 
for me-MFC were processed freshly after a maximum stor-
age of 48 h at room temperature. Leukocytes were isolated 
by dextran separation as follows: blood was suspended 5:1 
in a 5% dextran (Sigma-Aldrich®, Munich, Germany) solu-
tion and allowed to sediment for 40 min at room temperature 
before leukocytes were removed from the upper phase and 
washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Invitrogen 
Darmstadt, Germany). The remaining erythrocytes were 

Fig. 1  Overview of the final sample sets and analysis strategies. a In 
total, 148 cfDNA samples from 65 patients were collected for NGS of 
Ig LC repertoires and 205 samples from 73 patients for me-MFC (cf. 
also Table 1, Table S1). After exclusion of repetitive samples, which 
had been taken less than 16  days after the previous one, 130 sam-
ples (87.8%) were subjected to cfDNA-isolation and NGS and 199 
samples (97.0%) to immunomagnetic enrichment of  CD138+ cells 
and MFC. Sufficient reads from the involved LC for bioinformatics 
analysis were obtained for 114 cfDNA samples (77.0%). CPC phe-
notypes were analyzed for 196 me-MFC samples (95.6%) that could 
be processed without measurement errors. A subset of 89 correspond-
ing samples (60.1% [NGS] / 43.3% [me-MFC]) was analyzed by both 
NGS and me-MFC. b NGS- and LC repertoire analysis workflows. 
Libraries were generated by amplification of IGK and IGL variable 
(VJ) regions using the BIOMED-2 primer sets and sequenced on an 
Illumina MiSeq instrument with a readlength of 2 × 250 bp. Sequence 
alignment and clonotype assembly were performed using MiXCR. 
VDJtools was used for LC repertoire analysis. For confident identifi-
cation of MM clones, which was not possible based on cfDNA sam-
ples alone (cf. main text and supplementary information), histologic 
or cytologic specimens (bone marrow samples or pleural effusions) 
were analyzed. c Gating strategy for me-MFC analysis: Plasma cells 
were identified and gated based on expression of CD138, CD38, and 
CD27. Normal and aberrant plasma cells were discriminated by dif-
ferent expression patterns of CD19, CD45, CD81, CD117, CD56, 
and CD200. cfDNA, circulating cell-free DNA; me-MFC, magnetic 
enrichment (of CD138-positive cells) followed by multiparameter 
flow cytometry; NGS, next generation sequencing; LC, immunoglob-
ulin light chain; CPC, circulating plasma cells

◂
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lysed 5 min at room temperature in an ammonium chloride 
containing lysing solution (10 × solution: 1.5 M  NH4Cl; 
100 mM  NaHCO3; 10 mM disodium EDTA, distilled  H2O). 
Labeling of total leukocytes with ferromagnetic monoclonal 
CD138 antibodies was performed according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch-Gladbach, 
Germany). In brief, leukocytes were resuspended in 80 µl 
running buffer (Miltenyi Biotec) with 20 μl CD138 Micro-
Beads (Miltenyi Biotec) for 15 min at 4 °C protected from 
light. Afterwards, cells were washed with running buffer 
and separated with the autoMACS® Pro Separator (Miltenyi 
Biotec) in mode “posseld2” (repeated magnetic separation). 
Immunomagnetically enriched CD138 cells were resus-
pended in 100 µl PBS and transferred to a 5-mL polystyrene 
FACS-tube with fluorescence-antibodies in a dried-down 
layer (DuraClone-Technology, Beckman Coulter, Krefeld, 
Germany). The following antibody combination was used: 
CD81 Pacific blue (clone JS64), CD45 Krome orange (clone 
J33), CD38 FITC (clone T16), CD138 PE (clone B-A38), 
CD27 ECD (clone 1A4CD27); CD19 PC5.5 (clone J3-119), 
CD117 PC7 (clone 104D2D1), CD56 APC-AF700 (clone 
N901 (NKH-1)), CD200 APC-AF750 (clone OX-104) (all 
from Beckman Coulter). The cell suspension was incubated 
for 15 min at room temperature. After antibody staining, 
cells were washed with 3 mL PBS and centrifuged at 300 g 
for 5 min. The cell pellet was resuspended in 500 μL PBS 
and measured on a Navios Flow Cytometer (Beckman Coul-
ter). In total, up to 1 ×  105 cells were acquired. More than 
ten conclusive clustering CD38 and/or CD27 positive and 
CD138 positive events were classified as a significant num-
ber of circulating plasma cells. If a sample contained less 
than ten of such events, the result of the me-MFC analysis 
was categorized as “No PC.” If a sample contained two dis-
tinctive subsets of normal PC and malignant/aberrant PC 
with more than ten clustering events each, the result of the 
me-MFC analysis was categorized as “MM- and N-PC.” 
Aberrant plasma cells (myeloma cells) were proposed in 
case of at least two of the following seven immunopheno-
typically defined aberrancies: low to negative expression of 
CD45, CD19, CD81, and CD27 or aberrant positive expres-
sion of CD117, CD56, and CD200.

DNA extraction

PB samples for NGS were drawn into Streck Cell-free DNA 
BCT® (Streck, Omaha, NE) blood collection tubes. The plasma 
was separated by centrifugation and cfDNA was isolated from 
plasma using the QIAamp Circulating Nucleic Acid Kit (QIA-
GEN, Hilden, Germany). cfDNA was eluted in 40 µl AVE 
buffer. Genomic DNA from bone marrow and pleural effusion 
mononuclear cells was extracted using the QIAamp DNA Mini 
Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). DNA isolation from FFPE 
samples was carried out using the blackPREP FFPE DNA Kit 

(Analytik Jena, Jena, Germany). Concentrations of cfDNA as 
well as genomic/FFPE DNA samples were measured using 
the Qubit 3.0 fluorometer with the Qubit high sensitivity DNA 
assay (Invitrogen). Plasma concentrations of cfDNA were cal-
culated assuming a plasma volume of 5 ml.

Target amplification, library preparation, 
and sequencing

BIOMED-2 primer sets [27] were applied for amplification 
of Ig LC regions (IGK and IGL). Primers were purchased 
from Eurofins Genomics (Ebersberg, Germany). All primers 
targeting IGK or IGL, respectively, were mixed in a single 
tube and used for PCR in a final concentration of 10 nM, 
together with 0.4 µl AmpliTaq Gold (Applied Biosystems, 
Foster City, CA). A total of 10–20 ng cfDNA or 30 ng gDNA 
was used as an input. Amplification conditions were essen-
tially as described [27]. The PCR product was cleaned up 
using AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter). Libraries were 
prepared using 30 ng of PCR products and the NEBNext® 
Ultra™ II DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina® (New Eng-
land Biolabs, Frankfurt am Main, Germany). Sample-specific 
barcordes (NEBNext® Multiplex Oligos for Illumina®) were 
added according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Librar-
ies were quantified by qPCR with the NEBNext® Library 
Quant Kit for Illumina®. The quality and size distribution 
of sequencing libraries was analyzed on an Agilent 2200 
TapeStation instrument (Agilent Technologies, Böblingen, 
Germany). Libraries were diluted to 4 nM and pooled in 
equal volumes. The library pool was diluted to 18 pM and 
combined with 1% of a 10 pM PhiX library (Illumina, San 
Diego, CA). Sequencing was performed on an Illumina 
MiSeq sequencing platform with 2 × 250 bp paired-end reads.

Bioinformatics and statistics

Alignment of sequencing reads, clonotype assembly, and 
export of clonotypes was performed using MiXCR [28] 
(v2.1.10; downloaded from: https:// github. com/ milab orato 
ry/ mixcr/ relea ses? after= v3.0.3). IGK and IGL repertoires 
were analyzed by VDJtools [29] (https:// github. com/ mikes 
sh/ vdjto ols/ relea ses/ tag/1. 1.8). Clonotype diversity was 
estimated using the bias-corrected Chao1 index (Chao1-bc) 
[30, 31], which has been applied previously for BCR- and 
TCR-repertoire analysis [32] and is already implemented 
in VDJtools. R version 3.6.1 (https:// www.r- proje ct. org/) 
and GraphPad Prism versions 7.03 or 8.11 (GraphPad Soft-
ware, San Diego, CA) were used for statistical analysis. For 
statistical comparisons, samples taken at initial diagnosis 
(ID) and relapse (RD) and, respectively, SD and PD were 
grouped together. Agreement of NGS and me-MFC results 
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was analyzed using GraphPad QuickCalcs (https:// www. 
graph pad. com/ quick calcs/ kappa1. cfm).

Results

Patient and sample characteristics

We recruited 80 patients with MM into this study for the 
analysis of cfDNA by NGS and/or CPCs by me-MFC 
(Table S1). Initially, we collected 148 cfDNA samples and 
205 whole blood samples. After exclusion of repetitive 
samples that had been taken within less than 16 days from 
the same patient and samples that yielded insufficient data 
or measurement errors, 114 samples were available for the 
analysis of LC repertoires and 196 samples for the analysis 
of plasma cell immunophenotypes (Fig. 1a). Most samples 
(86.8% for NGS, 89.3% for me-MFC) were from patients 
with multiple myeloma, but our series also included samples 
from patients with oligo-/non-secretory myeloma, plasma 
cell leukemia, or amyloidosis (Table 1). Moreover, our 
sample set covered a comprehensive spectrum of response 
groups according to IMWG criteria, thus allowing us to 
evaluate NGS of LC repertoires in cfDNA and quantifica-
tion CPCs in the pB for the estimation of myeloma burden in 
both serologically detectable and minimal residual disease.

MM‑specific LC rearrangements in cfDNA samples

The NGS assay we used here for the detection of MM in 
cfDNA (Fig. 1b) focuses on Ig LC rearrangements in order 
to cover light chain-only MM in addition to MM with rear-
ranged heavy chains. cfDNA was extracted in sufficient 
amounts for NGS analysis from all samples (n = 130, Fig. 1) 
with no significant differences in yield between response 
groups (Fig. S1a). For confident analysis of LC spectra, we 
aimed that repertoires incorporated at least 20,000 reads [33] 
that could be aligned to the involved LC and assembled into 
clonotypes by the MiXCR software. A total of 114 samples 
were sequenced successfully. We observed no significant 
differences in the diversity of LC repertoires and frequen-
cies of the most abundant clones between response groups 
(Fig. S1b). This finding clearly suggested that overrepre-
sentation of a clonotype and a reduced or enlarged LC spec-
trum were not suitable indicators of disease state. Rather, 
monitoring MM using our genomic LC assay requires exact 
knowledge on the MM-specific clonotype. The definition 
of MM-clones is described in detail in the supplementary 
methods. We identified trackable MM clones for 16 patients 
(26.7%). MM clones were detected in 23.7% of samples, 
including 38.9% of ID/RD and 11.8% of CR samples in 
the total set of 114 samples. The most abundant clonotype 

corresponded to the MM clone in 27.8% of ID/RD samples, 
but only in 5.9% of CR samples (Fig. 2a). Considering only 
samples from patients for whom MM clones were identified 
(34/114; 29.8%), a MM clone was the most abundant clono-
type in 71.4% and 22.2% of ID/RD or, respectively, CR sam-
ples. All CR samples in which MM clones were detectable 
were from a patient with non-secretory MM. No MM clones 
were found in 55.6% of CR samples (Fig. 2b). Results from 
serologic studies performed at the time of cfDNA sampling 
were available only for a subset of samples from patients 
with MM clones, including 16 serum electrophoresis (EP) 
samples (4 negative, 12 positive) and 15 immunofixation 
(IF) samples (2 negative, 13 positive, 2 IF pos./EP neg.). 
MM clones were detected in 91.7% of the EP positive sub-
set and in 100% of the IF pos./EP neg. samples (Fig. 2b). 
Although these sample numbers were too small for reliable 
statistical testing, our findings strongly indicate that NGS of 

Table 1  Overview of the final sample sets analyzed by NGS and/or 
me-MFC (cf. also Fig. 1, Table S1)

Abbreviations: NGS, next generation sequencing; me-MFC, magnetic 
enrichment (of CD138-positive cells) followed by multiparameter 
flow cytometry; LC, immunoglobulin light chain; ID, initial diagno-
sis; RD, relapsed disease; PD, progressive disease; SD, stable disease; 
PR(b), partial remission before autologous stem cell transplantation; 
PR(a), partial remission after autologous stem cell transplantation or 
after > 2  years of therapy; VGPR, very good partial remission; CR, 
complete remission

NGS me-MFC

Number of samples analyzed 114 196
Type of Myeloma
Multiple myeloma (IgG, IgA, LC) 99 175
Smoldering myeloma 1 2
Oligo-/non-secretory myeloma 10 8
Plasma cell leukemia 4 9
Amyloidosis 0 2
Involved light chain kappa 77 130
IgA κ 6 9
IgG κ 42 62
LC κ 28 52
Involved light chain lambda 37 66
IgA λ 17 23
IgG λ 16 24
LC λ 4 17
Response group
ID/RD 18 24
PD 19 19
SD 6 9
PR 15 22
PR(b) 6 6
PR(a) 9 16
VGPR 22 41
CR 34 81
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LC repertoires allows for the detection of both serologically 
measurable and unmeasurable disease if the MM-specific 
clone is known (Fig. 2c).

Circulating plasma cells in myeloma patients

To examine if MM can be detected based on direct analy-
sis of enriched CPCs, we analyzed the immunophenotypes 

of  CD138+ cells separated from the pB via magnetic bead 
selection by MFC in 196 samples (Fig. 1c). MM-PCs were 
present in 83.3% of ID/RD samples and decreased with mye-
loma response to 9.9% of CR samples. On the other hand, 
4.2% of ID/RD samples and 29.6% of CR samples exhibited 
only normal plasma cells. In 12.5% of ID/RD and 60.5% of 
CR samples, no relevant numbers of CPCs were detected 
(Fig. 3). In samples taken at time points when EP (and IF, 
n = 70) or IF only (n = 21) studies had been positive, MM-
PCs were detected in 62.9% and 23.8% of cases, whereas 
20.0% and 23.8% of samples did not include CPCs. CR sam-
ples positive for MM-PCs were from patients with different 
types of plasma cell diseases including heavy chain-secret-
ing, light chain-only and non-secretory myeloma. These 
observations strongly underline the potential of me-MFC to 
detect residual myeloma cells not only in patients with high 
disease burden, but also in cases with no evidence of disease 
as determined by established response parameters.

LC spectra and plasma cell phenotypes in different 
types of clinical specimens

Our findings stated above provide a sound proof-of-princi-
ple that NGS of LC repertoires in cfDNA and me-MFC of 
CPCs allow for the detection of MRD in MM, but we also 
note that both methods are not universally applicable for the 
quantification of disease burden in MM. Specifically, we did 
not identify strongly overrepresented clonotypes compris-
ing > 33.3% of the LC spectrum in 7 of 18 (38.9%) cfDNA 

Fig. 2  MM-specific LC rearrangements in cfDNA. a LC repertoires 
in cfDNA samples were analyzed using MiXCR. Overview of NGS-
results in the complete set of 114 samples according to response 
group (left panel) and serologic status (right panel). The legend above 
describing four different result categories also applies to panel (b). 
Sample numbers were n = 18 for ID/RD, n = 25 for SD/PD, n = 15 
for PR, n = 22 for VGPR, n = 34 for CR, n = 35 for EP pos., and 
n = 4 for IF pos. b Overview of NGS results in the subset of samples 
from patients, for whom MM clones could be identified according to 
response group (left panel) and serologic status (right panel). Sample 
numbers were n = 7 for ID/RD, n = 10 for SD/PD, n = 3 for PR, n = 5 
for VGPR, n = 9 for CR, n = 12 for EP pos., and n= 2 for IF pos. The 
fraction of samples with detectable MM clones decreases with deeper 
remission. c Frequencies of putative MM clones over time in patients 
with different myeloma subtypes. Left panel: MM IgA lambda, mid-
dle panel: non-secretory myeloma IgG kappa, right panel: biclonal 
MM IgG lambda. LC, immunoglobulin light chain; cfDNA, circulat-
ing cell-free DNA; NGS, next generation sequencing; ID, initial diag-
nosis; RD, relapsed disease; PD, progressive disease; SD, stable dis-
ease; PR, partial remission; VGPR, very good partial remission; CR, 
complete remission; EP pos., M-protein detectable on serum electro-
phoresis; IF pos., positive serum immunofixation and no M protein 
detectable by serum electrophoresis; MM, multiple myeloma; BM, 
bone marrow

◂

Fig. 3  Circulating plasma cells related to MM tumor burden. CPCs 
were enriched from peripheral blood samples using anti-CD138 
magnetic beads and plasma cell phenotypes were analyzed by MFC. 
Categorical results describing the presence of CPCs were compared 
according to response group (left panel) or, respectively, to serologic 
status (right panel). Sample numbers were n = 24 for ID/RD, n = 28 
for SD/PD, n = 22 for PR, n = 41 for VGPR, n = 81 for CR, n = 70 for 
EP pos., and n = 21 for IF pos. The fraction of samples with detect-

able MM-PC decreases with deeper remission. CPCs, circulating 
plasma cells; MFC, multiparameter flow cytometry; ID, initial diag-
nosis; RD, relapsed disease; PD, progressive disease; SD, stable dis-
ease; PR, partial remission; VGPR, very good partial remission; CR, 
complete remission; EP pos., M-protein detectable on serum electro-
phoresis; IF pos., positive serum immunofixation and no M protein 
detectable by serum electrophoresis; No PC, no plasma cells; N-PC, 
normal plasma cells; MM-PC, multiple myeloma plasma cells
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samples or, respectively, could not detect aberrant CPCs by 
magnetic bead selection in 3/24 (12.5%) pB samples taken 
at ID/RD. We therefore compared LC spectra and plasma 
cell phenotypes in peripheral blood to histologic/cytologic 
MM samples in more detail. Diversity of LC spectra was not 
significantly different between diagnostic cfDNA and BM 
samples (Fig. 4a). Moreover, we found a significant corre-
lation of the frequencies of MM clones in cfDNA and BM 
biopsies (Spearman r = 0.6147, p = 0.0498), although there 
were generally only minor overlaps of LC spectra in cfDNA 
and other types of MM samples comprising a median of only 
one clonotype accounting for > 5% of the LC spectrum in 
both specimens (Fig. 4b, c). Comparing CPC immunophe-
notypes, we observed a significantly higher expression of 
CD38 (p < 0.001), CD138 (p < 0.01), and CD27 (p < 0.01) 
in BM plasma cells compared to CPCs.

These observations indicate that the representation of 
MM in the peripheral blood by cfDNA is somehow biased 
by distinct molecular properties that make the disease inac-
cessible to detection by NGS of LC repertoires at least at 
some time points and/or in a subset of patients. This goes 
along with a divergent immunophenotype of CPCs com-
pared to BM plasma cells, which further underlines biologi-
cal differences in MM-PCs from various compartments.

Concordance of NGS and me‑MFC results to estimate 
MM burden

Given that estimation of MM disease burden by the two 
experimental approaches developed in this work obviously 
is — at least in part — dependent on biological properties 

of the disease itself, we analyzed the agreement of NGS 
and me-MFC results. Our sample series included 89 cor-
responding samples taken at the same time point from the 
same patients that were subjected to both NGS and me-
MFC. However, since exact knowledge of the MM clone is 
essential for quantification of MM disease burden by NGS 
of LC repertoires, we only compared NGS and me-MFC 
results in 25 samples from patients with MM clones. For this 
purpose, we classified all samples in which MM clones were 
detected (irrespective of frequency) as “NGS positive,” and 
all samples, in which we did not detect MM clones as “NGS 
negative.” Regarding me-MFC, samples containing MM-PC 
only or both MM-PC and normal plasma cells (N-PC) were 
considered “MFC-positive,” while samples in which we 
detected only N-PC or no PCs were categorized as “MFC 
negative.” NGS and me-MFC results were concordant for 
20 samples (80%), corresponding to a Cohen’s Kappa value 
of 0.490 (Fig. 5a). Thus, there was only a moderate agree-
ment between NGS-and me-MFC, further underlining that 
the two methods provide non-redundant information on the 
disease state.

Potential prognostic implications of LC repertoire 
analysis in cfDNA and me‑MFC for monitoring MM

Assuming that quantification of clonotypic rearrangements 
in cfDNA and aberrant plasma cells in the circulation are 
complimentary rather than equivalent measures of MM 
burden not only with respect to each other but also to estab-
lished myeloma parameters, we also explored potential prog-
nostic implications of positive, or respective negative results 
from our two experimental approaches to monitoring MM. 
Because our cohort was highly heterogeneous concerning 
disease/remission status and prior therapies, we chose to 
analyze progression-free survival. For these analyses, nine 
cfDNA samples from patients with MM clones and 81 me-
MFC samples were available. Progression-free survival was 
longer when there was no evidence for MM by NGS or me-
MFC, yet PFS-gains were not significant (Fig. 5b). These 
observations strongly point out that minimally-invasive 
estimates of MM burden may be valuable for risk-reeval-
uations in the course of the disease, although our findings 
need clarifications in larger patient cohorts that also allow 
stratification by remission, particularly in the CR subgroup, 
i.e., in the setting of MRD.

Discussion

In this work, we designed and initially validated two ana-
lytical approaches to investigate disease burden in MM in 
pB samples. Firstly, we modified the well-established PCR 
approach for B-cell clonality analyses developed by the 

Fig. 4  MM Clonotypes and plasma cell immunophenotypes in dif-
ferent sample sources. a-c Repertoires of the involved LC in MM 
cfDNA from pB or gDNA samples (obtained from BM biopsies, 
BM aspirates, or pleural effusions) were analyzed using MiXCR and 
VDJtools. a Diversity of LC spectra as estimated by Chao1-index 
in samples taken at initial diagnosis. Sample numbers were n = 18 
for cfDNA and n = 21 for gDNA. Diversities were not significantly 
different by Mann–Whitney test. b Overlap analysis of clonotypes 
accounting > 5% of the LC spectra were compared between gDNA 
and corresponding cfDNA samples. n = 13; 9 sample pairs (69.2%) 
displayed only one shared clonotype. c Correlation of clonotype fre-
quencies of MM clones in corresponding cfDNA and gDNA sam-
ples from patients for whom MM clones could be identified. n = 11. 
There was a significant correlation of MM clonotype frequencies in 
samples from different sources; Spearman r = 0.6147, p = 0.0498. d 
Comparison of plasma cell phenotypes from pB (CD138 selected) 
and paired BM (not selected) samples. n = 17. MFI for each surface 
marker was compared statistically using paired t-tests and the Holm-
Sidak method to adjust p-values. Only significant differences are indi-
cated. ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. MFI was significantly higher for 
CD38, CD138, and CD27 in BM samples than in pB samples of the 
same patients. LC, immunoglobulin light chain; MM, multiple mye-
loma; cfDNA, circulating cell-free DNA; pB, peripheral blood; BM, 
bone marrow; gDNA, genomic DNA; MFI, Mean fluorescence inten-
sity; MM-PC, multiple myeloma plasma cells
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BIOMED-2 working group for NGS of cfDNA. Different 
from a standardized Ig sequencing protocol published only 
recently by this working group [34] and from the original 
protocol, we included both IGK and IGL loci and com-
bined all primers for a specific LC in a single tube for target 
amplification. Previous studies examining the course of MM 
using liquid biopsies investigated either heavy chains only 
or both heavy and light chains [18–22, 35, 36]. Secondly, we 
adapted a semiautomatic magnetic bead-based cell selection 
procedure developed in our laboratory [37] for enrichment 
of  CD138+ cells from pB prior to MFC analysis. Thus, the 
work presented here — to the best of our knowledge — 
includes the first parallel evaluation of two technically differ-
ent diagnostic procedures for minimally invasive monitoring 
of MM.

The major prerequisite for clinical applicability of a liq-
uid biopsy-based assay is the presence of the target in the 
pB. Here, we showed that cfDNA can be isolated in suffi-
cient amounts for sequencing studies at all stages of disease. 
Given that mutational landscapes of MM are heterogeneous 
even in one individual’s disease [38–41], clonal rearrange-
ments represent the preferred target for sequencing analyses 
as these have been found to be stable over time and closely 
related in all MM subclones [36]. In our work, overlap 
analysis of clone spectra in cfDNA and FFPE/gDNA sam-
ples was extremely helpful to identify MM clones, particu-
larly since LC repertoires exhibited several high frequency 
clones at any stage of disease. While this observation may be 
explained by insufficient clearance of the malignant clone in 
partial responders, mono- and oligo- instead of polyclonality 
in CR samples might mirror ongoing immune reconstitution 
after intensive and effective treatment, which can even lead 
to false positive and/or atypical immunofixation results [26, 
42]. Yet, sequencing of BM biopsies may also fail to detect 

MM clones due to an inhomogeneous infiltration pattern 
[43] or technical difficulties arising from low-quality DNA 
[44] or impaired primer annealing [44–46]. Therefore, iden-
tification of high evidence myeloma clones should include 
either sorted CD138-positve cells [18, 19, 35, 36] or several 
samples from different sources including at least one speci-
men with a high content of aberrant plasma cells. Although 
the detection of residual MM in our work may have been 
hampered due to lack of knowledge of the specific MM 
clone resulting from limited availability of samples from 
different sources for the majority of patients and presumably 
from restricting our assay to light chains only [20, 34], our 
findings are also in line with a previous report stating that 
not all MMs release DNA into the plasma [20]. Similarly, 
circulating MM-PCs are not found in all cases of MM even 
at high disease burden as these represent only a subset of 
MM plasma cells that has been described to be phenotypi-
cally, genetically, and functionally distinct from BM plasma 
cells [47]. Despite evasion of the BM into pB may be a bio-
logical property of distinct MM subclones only and therefore 
not been observed universally in MM patients, we detected 
MM-PCs in 19 of 22 (86.3%) of ID samples by me-MFC. 
Thus, our cell-based approach achieved higher patient cov-
erage than the NGS assay. The me-MFC assay, which also 
does not require a second sample from a different source for 
confident identification of the target to track, may therefore 
be more suitable for monitoring MM in the pB in a clini-
cal routine setting than the detection of clonal Ig rearrange-
ments. Of note, in the study described here, we have not 
explicitly evaluated the sensitivity of me-MFC compared to 
bulk approaches so that we cannot ultimately decide whether 
materials and time efforts used for the magnetic preenrich-
ment step actually productively improve the MFC assay for 
MM detection. Beyond that, we have not studied whether the 
assay, when used during follow-up, needs adaption of the 
antibody panel to avoid loss of aberrant CPCs with down-
regulation of CD38 after CD38-antibody treatment [48]. On 
the other hand, both NGS of LC repertoires in cfDNA and 
me-MFC detected evidence of residual disease in samples 
taken at time points of good remission (VGPR and CR), thus 
in principle underlining the usability of either approach for 
MRD monitoring. Interestingly, all four CR samples that 
were MRD-positive by NGS and five of eight CR samples 
with detectable MM-PCs by me-MFC were from patients 
with non-secretory or oligo-secretory myeloma, i.e., sub-
types of myeloma that are difficult to track by standard clini-
cal and laboratory investigations. We observed a moderate 
agreement of NGS and me-MFC results, which is in line 
with the current literature as perfect consistency of different 
MRD assays involving different analytical approaches and/
or different sample materials such as NGS vs. MFC or pB 
vs BM is not expected based on previous reports [18, 33, 
49]. Finally, our data provide a first hint that the presence 

Fig. 5  Concordance and clinical implications of LC repertoire analy-
sis in cfDNA and me-MFC for monitoring MM. a 25 corresponding 
cfDNA and whole blood samples obtained from the same patients 
(with MM clones) at the same time points were analyzed for the con-
cordance of NGS and me-MFC results. All samples in which MM 
clones were detected irrespective of frequency were classified as 
“NGS positive,” and all samples without detectable MM clones as 
“NGS negative.” me-MFC samples containing MM-PC only or both 
MM-PC and N-PC were classified as “MFC-positive,” and samples 
containing only N-PC or no plasma cells as “MFC negative.” b Pro-
gression-free survival of MM patients according to results of NGS 
(upper panel) and me-MFC (lower panel) analyses. Days are counted 
from the day of sampling. If more than one sample was available for 
a patient before progression and me-MFC/NGS results were identi-
cal for all of these samples, only the earliest sample was included in 
the analysis. NGS samples were from patients with MM clones only. 
NGS and me-MFC samples were categorized as positive/negative as 
in (a). Survival times were not significantly different by Log-rank 
test. cfDNA, circulating cell-free DNA; MM, multiple myeloma; 
NGS, next generation sequencing; me-MFC, magnetic enrichment (of 
CD138-positive cells) followed by multiparameter flow cytometry; 
MM-PC, multiple myeloma plasma cells; N-PC, normal plasma cells
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of clonotypic LC rearrangements in cfDNA and/or aber-
rant plasma cells in the pB are associated with an inferior 
prognosis. Taken together, our preliminary validation stud-
ies of two technical modifications of molecular and cell-
based assays for detecting MM in the pB support a future 
perspective to develop gradual follow-up concepts for MM 
patients that schedule investigations of BM samples only 
when there is no evidence of disease in the pB. However, the 
pilot study presented here clearly is not sufficient to boost 
the so far only emerging clinical utility of liquid biopsies in 
MM [25, 50]. Further studies in larger patient cohorts that 
directly compare NGS- and MFC-approaches are needed to 
fully establish the preferred method for minimally invasive 
monitoring of MM.
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